Editorial
The Bulletin, as MESA's journal for the state of the craft in research and teaching
about the Middle East, falls between the Association's Newsletter and the International Journal of Middle East Studies, and its brief evolves with developments in
scholarship on the Middle East.
This issue inaugurates an enlarged group of associate editors for the principal contemporary disciplines in Middle East studies. Within a broadly topical
format that has proved flexible, we intend to increase coverage of economic
analyses, popular culture, the growing number of studies on the Gulf and Arabian
Peninsula and across the board in two areas that are increasingly important for
research and teaching in all disciplines of Middle East studies.
Computer software and services: We will be concerned not only with tools
for research and teaching, but also with the impacts of "information technologies." Since the Bulletin depends on contributions of MESA members as well
as reflects what they are doing, let us know if you are able and willing to review
software and services, and let us know of research on computing relevant to
Middle East studies.
Relations to adjacent regions: Developments in the Sahel and the Horn of
Africa, Central Asia, religious and economic ties with Southeast Asia, the Middle
Eastern diaspora in contemporary Europe and the end of the Cold War all forge,
or reforge, ties that challenge conventional area studies. Increasing internationalization of Middle East Studies and of the region itself makes relations to neighboring regions and areas of scholarship newly problematic. While our core focus
remains on studies of the Middle East, we also recognize that "Middle East"
means different things to different people, in different disciplines and for different
periods, and that contemporary scholarship undergoes changes which affect topics
and methods in area studies that the Bulletin tracks.
Previous editors have made the Bulletin a source for timely, informative and
concise reviews of research and teaching resources, which we reaffirm as the
journal's priority. The core format of substantive reviews of no more than 500
words, and sometimes fewer, of current books, films, exhibitions, recordings and
software is one that we intend to maintain to ensure coverage appropriate for a
multidisciplinary area studies audience. In keeping with this journal's focus on
the state of the craft, the editors do not encourage controversy in these pages.
While views expressed are those of their authors, all communications that appear
in the Bulletin will be edited for brevity, clarity and civility.
We encourage members to make known their willingness and expertise to
contribute reviews of books, exhibitions, films, recordings and software. We
seek the widest possible participation and also welcome suggestions of material
and topics that should be covered in the Bulletin.
Finally, we acknowledge the long and generous service of departing editors
Lorraine Sakata (for Recordings), John Esposito (for Religion) and, especially,
Jere Bacharach.
-ED.
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MORE IMPROVEMENTS

LOWER PRICES

The Arabic Software Center
434 William Street, Stoneham, MA 02180 U.S.A.
Tel: 617/438-3253 - Fax: 617/496-8904
The Arabic Software Center is pleased to announce that the
following NEW and IMPROVED versions of *Bishai's Computer
Dictionary of Literary Arabic (Arabic-English) and *Bishai's Computerized
Arabic Morphology are now available.
• The regular version of the Dictionary has now about 3000 roots based on the Standard Dictionary
MUHIT AL-MUHIT. It includes about 50,000 entries of fully vocalized Arabic words with
English definitions. Besides its various ways of looking up Arabic roots and words (entered
without vocalization), the dictionary has two morphology analysis options capable of analyzing
more than 100,000 extra derived Arabic verbal forms not listed as separate entries, and looking up
their respective perfect (past tense) verb stems with their English definitions. Although words to
be looked up are entered without vowels, the dictionary displays them with all their possible
vocalization patterns. PRICE: $295.00. [available for IBM and MAC computers]
• NEW ITEM—A resident version of the above mentioned dictionary has been developed. It is
planned to adapt to most of the existing keyboards as well as communication codes. It can operate
with several Arabic, English or bilingual word processors by means of a selected hot key.
Whenever a word is to be looked up, either in Arabic or English, the hot key is pressed and the
dictionary is activated instantly. When the search is completed and the exit key is pressed, the
original program returns and work resumes. PRICE: $295.00. [Available only for IBM computers
operating with DOS 3.3 or later.]
» A version of the Morphology Program planned to be operated with a Mouse. In this version, all
rules of Arabic Morphology are stored. When the program runs, grammar parameters appear on
one screen. By means of the Mouse, roots are entered and commands are given to parse or
produce, in vocalized Arabic, any derived form of the entered roots regardless of whether the
roots are weak or strong. The program can also conjugate verbs and decline nouns, with or
without suffix pronouns. Moreover, it contains drills to help the user parse or produce numerous
and various forms of entered roots. PRICE: $95.00. This program cannot be ordered alone. It
must be ordered with any version of the Dictionary. [Available for IBM and MAC computers.]
• The regular Morphology version without the Mouse is also available only for IBM computers.
PRICE: $95.00 and must be ordered with any version of the Dictionary.
Students and Teachers of Arabic ordering individually as well as Distributors and
Institutions ordering in bulk are entitled to 30% Special Discount.

HOW TO ORDER
Orders may be placed by filling an order form, or by writing directly to The Arabic Software Center,
by Fax, or by Phone. Payments are accepted by money order or check payable to Arabic Software,
and accompanying the purchase order. MasterCard and Visa are also accepted. Name of card holder,
number of card and expiration date must be supplied with the order. Prepaid orders will be processed
immediately. However, orders with delayed payment must be arranged and agreed upon beforehand.
[Prompt refund is guaranteed if not fully satisfied and the package is returned within three weeks.]

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
*Dr. Bishai is a Senior Lecturer on Arabic at Harvard University
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